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LaserNet SAP Connector 

The LaserNet SAP Connector functions as an add-on module to SAP which makes document 
design, handling and distribution of business documents from SAP with LaserNet a much 

easier task than before.  

Moreover, your business will also tap into the many benefits of distributing and converting 

business documents electronically that has been documented. Your benefits are:  

 Save time on generating reports and business documents  
 Save time and money on ERP upgrading  

 Save on printers, toners, postage and paper  

The LaserNet SAP Connector is, on top of this, officially certified as a BC-XOM solution for 
LaserNet in connection with SAP, which gives your business the assurance that the solution is 

tested and recognized by SAP.  

The module can be part of an overall LaserNet solution for your company, be it a very simple 
or more advanced LaserNet solution where your company can convert and distribute business 

documents such as invoices, credit notes, bank statements, etc. as email, PDF, XML etc.  

With the LaserNet SAP Connector, SAP can automatically query (poll) LaserNet about the 

status of the jobs in LaserNet. Users can thus keep track of whether a particular job is printed 

or not, how many jobs are in queue, etc.  

This allows the user to: 

 check whether the job is printed  
 check the status of jobs running  

 get an overview of the status of the job queue  
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FormPipe Software AB (publ) is a software company in the field of Enterprise Content Management (ECM). We develop ECM 

products for structuring information and supply them to major companies, authorities and organizations. Our software helps 

organizations to capture, manage and distribute information, and to place it in context. Reduced costs, minimized risk 

exposure and structured information are all benefits that can be gained by using our ECM products. 

FormPipe Software was founded in 2004 and has offices in Stockholm, Uppsala, Linköping and Skellefteå in Sweden, and in 

Copenhagen in Denmark. FormPipe Software's share is listed on Nasdaq OMX Nordic, Small Cap. 

Everything works completely automatic and the user does not need any extra education to 

master this process – it is easily and simple to get an overview of the different jobs, etc. 

directly from SAP.  

The LaserNet SAP Connector improves the efficiency of a SAP environment much like a 
modern traffic signal improves vehicle flow through a busy intersection. Both are able to 

monitor and constantly adapt to changing conditions in ways that less sophisticated system 

could not. Both improve the efficiency of the systems they regulate. And each of them helps 

prevent frustrating delays and costly mistakes.  

For more information about formats and SAP solutions, please visit www.sap.com  

LaserNet is also able to handle the SAP RDI (Raw Data Interface) format that is used by SAP 
from version 4.x. onwards. SAP RDI typically wraps itself across several screen widths, making 

it cumbersome to map. Output can also be in a random order, for example line items, 

interspersed with address details.  

The LaserNet SAP Connector overcomes these difficulties by converting the data to XML, 

making it easier to handle. Using the LaserNet SAP Connector with LaserNet will typically 

reduce the output document development lead times (and their subsequent management) by 
several weeks, if not months, compared to using other SAP output formats. This dramatically 
cuts SAP implementation times and costs for the customer. The LaserNet SAP Connector is 

also able to handle the SmartXSF format. 
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